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1. 

STAT~~~ OF THE PROBLEM. 

The problem about which this study centers is that of investigating 

various activities, all of which involve memory, with a Viffi~ to determining 

what degree of relationship exists between them. For such a study any per

formances may be selected which involve the ability to recall and recognize 

what has once been a part of one's experience. 

However, it would be admitted that memory is not a separate and isolated 

process. For example, in the case of a c~ild repeating a story which he has 

been told, one would grant that certain other factors, such as closeness of 

attention, intent to remember, the appeal of the story, or its associations, 

all influence the child's ability to recall. ~ese factors are apparently 

disregarded when we speak of the perfor.ma~ce as indicative of good or poor 

memory; by designating the level of attainment in terms of the amount of 

correspondence between the material originally learned and the amount repro

duced we seem to pick memory out and, with disregard for its shaping factors, 

we seek to measure it in a quantitative manner. This is the thing apparently 

done in so-called nmemory tests,n ~hich are, in fact , only performances hich 

involve memory in some conspicuous way. 

Such memory tests may be classified in various ways, according to the 

sense department to which the material for learning is presented, the type 

of material, or the method of reproduction. Thus we speak of auditory, visual, 

auditory-visual, motor or kinaesthetic memory indicating the mode of appeal, 

or such a classification may also refer to the kind of imagery a person uses 
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when he recalls memory material. Again, we refer to rote and logical memory 

in which we emphasize the general type of material and the method of repro

duction.. Whipple describes the tests of rote memory as "a series of discrete 

impressions (e.g, letters, digits, words), which is, if possible, to be 

reproduced in correct order and exactly as presented. These tests are to be 

contrasted with the so-called tests of 'logical' m001ory, in which the material 

presented is a logically connected whole, and in which t he requirement is to 

reproduce the substance, or the meaning of what has been presented. ,l A still 

different way in which we refer to memory is that of emphasising its r elation 

to material; hence we speak of memory for digits, words, or pictures. Another 

division of memory considers the time at which the material is recalled, which 

may be either immediate or delayed. 

A:n:y such classification as that just outlined has its foundation in 

t he belief that in any realm of knowledge, analysis and class~fication will 

lead to insight and control. The older psychology, with this same purpose , 

considered mind as something made up of various separate factors, suc h as im-

agination, attention, mEmory, and so on, each of which could be again sub-

divided into its canponent parts . Such was the assumption of t he olcl "faculty" 

idea of mind. It should be understood, however, that such a division of the 

various kinds of memory as is made in the first part of this paper need 

not imply the "faculty" notion, in which one claimed to separate the thing 

in Which he was interested from all the rest of the mental fUnctions and p:m -

ceeded to examine it as though it were something apaxt fran and influenced 

by the other mental processes . 

Another common conception , closely allied with the "faculty" view, though 

not involving all of its fallacies, has been that any one of the types of 

1. 7lhipple, G. 
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mental activity, such as memory, would always appear quite similar, regard-

less of content, material, or mode of presentation. 

opinion about mental relations which Thorndike says 

This is an error in 

''may be roughly des-

cribed as the supposition that for any one operation that is the same in 

form, such as discrimination of differences, attention, observation, inference 

and the like, the varieties of different data or content are perfectly cor

related. ttl Such an opinion is apparently based on the idea that mental func

tions that appear to be similar have a common component which, through its 

presence in all of than, closely relates them. "On the contrary, measure

ments reveal a high degree of independence of different mental fUnctions, even 

where to the abstract psychological thinker they have seemed nearly iden

tical. There are no few elemental 'faculties' or forms of mental activity 

Which work alike with a;ny and every kind of content." 1 

Having put aside any acceptance of the faculty view or the vi917 ich 

holds that there must be close connections witt.in the realm of any one mental 

function, the experimenter of the present day can still find it possible to 

investigate what amount of relationship actually exists between the perform

ances involving memory. He can perfectly well start with any classification 

as a basis upon which to construe t his experiments and at t e same time be 

aware of the fact that in his tests of a certain kind of memory he is not 

dealing with separate entities. 

This problem of relationship, which has been attempted in this study , can 

be approached from two points of interest. The first is concerned with 

sizing up activities in ich memory is praninent to determine hat degree 

of relationship exists and what the theoretical implications of such may be; 

the second is the practical problem of prediction. In studying relations one 

1. Thorndike , E. L.: Educational Psychology, Vol . III, P. 365. 
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would try to discover whether any two processes, each of which includes mem

ory as one of its components, can be shown to be more related than either one 

is related to a third process, which to the observer arypears to have nothing 

to do with memory. The obvious way in which to answer this rould be by a 

comparison of the results of experiments in Which many kinds of memory ac

tivities on the one hand and seemingly unrelated processes on t he other bad 

been tested . If such a procedure is impracticable, then one may test various 

performances involving memory and determine inter-relationship by means of the 

coefficients of correlation. If these turn out constantly high there wuuld 

seem to be grounds for considerin~ the possibility that this high degree of 

correlation was determined by a certain fundamental similarity between the 

t ats involving memory, no matter how different they may be in other respects. 

On the other hand, if the correlations, any or all of them, were extremely 

low it might be possible that the apparent similarity of the tests had not 

been fundamental, or that it was sufficiently minor in importance to have 

been obscured by other factors. 

lith a similar purpose one may conduct his study along the lines sug

gested by the sub-groups of the memory activity, experimenting with different 

methods of presentation, materials, and modes of reproduction. One question is 

whether a certa in kind of presentation with any sort of material ill show 

higher relationship than can be sho~ if some other method is used. For in

stance, ill the results of tests in which several kinds of material are used 

presented by the auditory method allow higher relation than tests in iCh the 

same material is presented by the visual method? Then we may ask whether 

among the several methods of presentation some seem more closely related 

than others . In this study visual, auditory and vis~l-auditory presenta-

tions were used. Another problem concerns the possible inter-relations be

tween the kinds of material used--which kinds show the highest correlation? 

10-20 SM 
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Digits, words, stories and pictures were used for this purpose. Again, do 

rote and logical memory bear a~ relation to each other, or do all forms of 

rote memory show more relation to each other tltan any of then do to logical 

memory? Immediate and delayed recall have interested several investigators 

from the standpoint of relationship, but a consideration of them does not ante~ 

into the present problem. 

Relationship as a basis for prediction is a practical question. One of 

the aims of psychology as well as other sciences is to arrive at knoWledge 

which will make greater control possible. In order to control, prediction is 

necessary. Prediction in relation to memory would be especially valuable 

in connection with clinical psychology and educational adjustment. It ould 

be desirable to know that if a person had a certain ability in visua~ mem

ory he would do equally well in other tests of visual memory, or that a high 

score in one performance would be accompanied by a low score in another, or 

that no relationship existed. This would lead on to the question whether 

any one "memory test" or any few "memory tests" can be fo'lmd Which will 

warrant one in predicting from a given performance in such a test what kind 

of attainment an individual would make in any activity involving memory. 

Such tests would be especially valuable to those persons who are interest

ed in devising composite tests for the pu~se of rating intelligence by means 

of testing various factors, such as imagination, reasoning, will power, ju -

ment and memory. If a memory test could be devised which would have a fair 

degree of diagnostic value it would aid materially in the attempt to size 

up individuals in the manner advocated by Rossol 

Those who are developing general intelli ence scales are no doubt also 

interested to ascertain what relation memory bears to general intelligence. 

The ordinary observer feels that the two are certainly connected in some way, 

but how? 

10-20 5M 
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for their subjects were adults . t:eU!!l3.:nn, l •iinsterber ,2 Cal ins ,3 and 

Kirkpatrick3 found visual presentation to give su?erior results . ~iinsterberg, 

Smedley and Henman found visual- auditory superior to either type alone. 

Kemsies found the combined method v~as of little advantaze . 

Content, as a factor which determines ability in memor.y, has been em-

phasized somewhat . Miinsterberg found memory for numbers stronger than that 

for colors . Calkins' study showed memory for pictures to sur s that for 

words. Kirkpatrick had like results . 

i7inch4 found that general ability is accanpanied by a good memory. He 

also found that memory improves with age , but principally in so far as in-

creased age implies increased general proficiency. 

Correlation of abi l ity in various memory tests , ith which the present 

problem is concerned , has not been investigated so widely. Thorndike 5 cor-

related the anility to remember twelve words from auditor.y presentation ith 

the same ability in the case of a list of five three-place nuobers ith a 

result of .4 1 2 ± . 1 , which he corrected to • 51 2. lie orke ith 38 adult 

subjects . He also found that memory for twelve oms correlated 11ith memory 

for twelve single digits . 6 , corrected to . 7. 

Bennett ' s correlation of auditor.y nouns with numbers was . 32 (9 subj eta) . 

Henman' s correlation of nouns with syllables was . 77 (6 sub"ects) . Bennett ' s 

with nouns and syllables was . 75 (9 sub"eots) . Achilledl correlat d ords 

l . Henmon, v. A. C.: The Relation Bo~~en Uode of Presentation and Retention. 
Psychological Review X, pp. 79- 94. 

2 . ·unsterber, H.: ·emory. Psychological Review I, PP• 34-38, ~p . 453-458 . 
3 . Calkins , • u.: A Study of Immediate and Delayed Recall of the concrete 

and of the Verbal . Ps chological Review V, p . 451 . 
4 . i7inch, w. H.: tmmediate emory i School Children. British Journal of Ps

chology I , pp. 127-134 . 
5. Thorndike , E. 1.: The Relation Between "femory for lords and •emory for um-

bers , and the Relation Between ·emory over Shor t and Lo Intervals . Ameri
can Journal of Psychology XXI , PP • 487-8 . 

6. Achilles, E. • • EA..'"!lerimental Studies in Recall a.1d Recognition Archives 
of Psycho logy , No. 44 , 1920. 
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with syllables, as follows : 52 adults, set A material, .48; 44 adults, set B 

material, . 16; children, grade SA , . 16, grade 5B, .28 . Thorndike correlated 

the results of immediate recall with those of delayed recall in his experi

ment with words and numbers , \7ith a result of . 5 1 2 ±. 1, corrected to .a ± . 1. 

Bennett's correlations of immediate with delayed recall range from - . 72 to . 81. 

Brown! correlated the results of recall after 24 hours with those of recall 

two weeks later, for nonsense syllables and poetry, with a result of .49 (66 

boys); with forty boys his re&Llt was . 38. ITissler correlated the number of 

digits written correctly in the auditory and visual memory tests (144 cases) 

with a result of . 29; While the number of digits correctly placed in each 

test correlated . 39 . Bennett found the correlation between auditory and 

visual digits to be . 62 . Achilles correlated words with proverbs for the 52 

adults, set A material, . 52; for the 44 adults, set B material, . 18. For the 

first group syllables correlated with proverbs . 12; for the second group, 

- . 04. Jissler ' s correlation of memory for ideas ith the correct position in 

the auditory digits test was . 04; ideas correlated with Le number of digits 

correctly written . 05. 7issler's results came from a. considerable number 

of cases, ranging fran 144 to 94 in the different tests . Bennett found a 

correlation be~een auditory numbers and auditory ideas of -.5, between audi-

tory numbers and visual ideas . 03. Achilles correlated recall for omotrical 

forms with ords as follows: Group of 52 adults, sot A material . 84; roup 

of 44 adults, set B material . 16; children of grade 5 A, -.04; gr e 5 B, 

.18. For each of these groups, respectively, fo~.~ correlated ith syllables 

-.02, - . 04, - . 12, - . 10. For the first ~o grouu forms ith reverbs cor-

related . 12 and - . 12 respectively. Bro . , ~ho as also interested in the re-

lation of general intelligence to memory, f ound a correlation of intelligence 

~ith memory for poetry of . 57; and of intelligence ~ith rnec~~ical ~emory 

.49 . 0:1ing to the number of Bennett ' s correlations, they are presented in 

1. Brm , '7. : Some Thcperimental Results inCorrelation of -ental Abilities . 
British o p 

4-21 8M 
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Table I, but it is to be noted that these coefficients were computed from the 

scores gotten from a group of nine highly selected subjects. This fact would, 

of course, raise the amount of the probable error in each case, which in turn 

would reduce the amount of reliability of these coefficients. Table XIV, which 

will follow with a discussion of our own data, gives a summaxy of the correla

tions which have been found in the survey of the literature on the subject . 

Although these experiments, to which reference has been made, have been 

fairly numerous, they have been limited in certain respects Which tend to 

lessen their scientific value. The most conspicuous limitation is in the num

ber of cases, upon which the correlations are based, Which, in all except a 

few instances has been too small to warrant the use of the findings in mak

ing any sound judgments concerning relationship between memory perform

ances . The small amount of work on any one division of the problem , that of 

material, method of presentation, or kind of recall, along with the ide 

variety of the numbers of subjects in each case ~es for inconclusive 

findings . ost of the experimenters have worked with roups of adults, some 

of vhich were far from being random samples. Consideration of these facts 

woUld seem to be evidence that there is still opportunity for more investiga

tion. Such has been attempted in the experiments to be described, which ere 

per:rormed with fifty children of uniform age, and with several kinds of ma

terial and modes of presentation. 

4-21 IM 



Zll TABLE I. 
0 

ill CORRELATION BE'l'YIEEN VJ.RIOUS TEgps OP IllMEDUTE AND J!EDI.ATE J.!EH)Rr •1 

Immediate Memory. 

Visual Auditory 

S.Vllables N'Wnbers No'tms Prose Paces ~llables NUmbers Noans Prose 

Syllables .28 .25 -.24 -.01 .51 .27 -.01 -.13 

Immediate 
Numbers .28 .44. -.07 -.02 .62 .62 .50 -.78 

Visual Nouns .25 .44 .20 .70 .as .28 .88 .57 
Prose -.24 -.07 .20 .52 .02 .03 .31 .40 
'Faoes -.01 -.02 .70 .52 .43 .07 .60 .05 

~llables .51 .62 .85 .02 ... 3 .52 .75 -.66 
Immediate NUmbers -.27 .62 .la .03 .07 .52 .32 -.50 
Auditory Nouns - ... 01 .50 .a a .31 .60 .75 .32 -.63 

Prose -.13 .78 -.57 •• 40 .05 -.66 -.60 -.63 

~llables -.01 .48 .4.6 .47 .40 .56 .46 .67 -.25 
l!ediate Numb ere -.14 -.10 .02 .23 ·.se -.oa .40 .40 -.13 

Visual NO'tme .20 .26 .22 .61 .33 .38 .3'7 .29 .08 
Prose -.20 -.S? .13 .76 .67 -.03 .12 .18 .54 

Syllables .06 .61 .25 .4.6 .16 • ..a .48 .43 -.33 
Mediate Numbers -.03 -.20 -.28 -.09 .22 .19 .26 -.30 .14 
Jlditory Nouns -.lt .28 .66 .53 .61 .68 .24 .81 -.21 

Proee -.111 -.72 .oe .66 .58 -.19 -.39 .to .58 

ATerage 00 .11 .a a .89 .s5 .29 .12 .&> -.04 

1. Ben:nett, ~: 'lhe correlation Between Di~~erent Memories, Journal ot Ex:perimental Psy-
Obolo~. Vol. I, P. 409. 
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EXPERIMENTS. 

Subjects. 

The subjects in the experiments to be described were 50 ten-year-old 

children in the Longfellow School (Minneapolis). In order to get a group of 

uniform age which would be composed of bright , average, and less capable 

pupils, children were included from grades above a d below the fifth grade , 

in which the ten-year-old children are usually found . The follow~ grades 

were represented: 

6 c 8 cases 
5 b 4 cases 
5 c 19 cases 
4 b 9 cases 

There were 24 boys and• 26 girls 

aterial. 

The materials used were selected according to their adaptability to 

the purpose of the tests. The material for testing rote memory consisted 

of digits presented both by auditory and by visual methods , ords presented 

by the combined auditory-visual method, and pictures of objects visually ure-

sented.. Stories with auditory presentation were the only tests of logical 

memory. 

~he length of any particular series or the amount of material presented 

in a given trial was chosen with a view to offering a fairly ~ide range 

of possible scores on either side of the avera For such a purpose it 

was important that the aver e should not be close to zero on the one hand, 

or perfection on the other. The lengths of series adopted were cAosen as a 

result of brief preliminary trials by the present writer. 
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a. Tria l series for the first word test~ 

spoon 

horse 

chair 

stone 

oat 

b. Actual tests. Two lists were given: 

I II 

ball coat 

sponge girl 

glass house 

hat salt 

fork glove 

stove watch 

post box 

o. Trial series for the seoond word test: 

milk 

card 

floor 

ground 

pen 
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d. Aotual series . 
I II 

dish ha.nd 

paper street 

table ink 

dog lamp 

cake olock 

88 boy 

door chalk 

or the oup test letters s/a - 7/a in. in hei t 

on cardboard 10 X 6 1 2 in. ~or the individ 1 teste the 

l 2 

tho 

1 

in. 

4 . 

ct 

in hei t e ut on cardboard 8 X 4 1 2 in. 

Lo ioal cry--Auditory rosen tat io • 

he tollowi story, • e Fire, 
1 a . 

1 test r . Lincoln 1g.1 

Yor 
thr e hous a 
it out . t:'l e los 
teen 1' ilies lost their hoc a. 
as a le p in a bed a fir n 

b . he sto ich tol s 

8 

fir t t at ot id 

. . . . ·anual of ·en al a.nd ? 
? • ( 573) 207. 

ical ests--Co 

r used rint 

lett ra 

to 

roc sea • 
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The new!. suitl11as .uitelspoiled,lbut ··r. Lincolnls idlho had 
t~cen a pain I out of his mind. I 

c. The story of The Sailor2 s tho second test of memory for ideas. 

If a sailor( on the ooeanlis shipwreck~ in a ild country~ he 
must first look for waterl to drink, l then he,must find a plao to 
sleep! where r~ild animals can't get at him, J and after that he can 
take timelto look for food,lbut he mpBt be oarefullnot to eat poison
ous berries! or fruit .! lext he had better hunt for other peoplelon 
the land(and put up a flaglto stop ships lwhich may be 1 by.l 

5. enx>ry for objects. 

The objects test consisted of pictures of things ith • ich children 

are familiar. The pictures, colored for the moe t part, ere out from ad-

vertisements and mounted on heavy gray cardboard. In selecti the pic-

tures care was taken to find suoh as had no distraoti features bout 

them, such as printing or numbers. Pictures of a single ob eot, or ob-

jects of the same kind, as a pair of shoes, or t or three nuts re 

select d. 

a. The first card of pictures was the prelimi for the first 

actual objects teet. T e follow pictures e mounted on cardboard 

12 X 18 in. in the position indicated belo : 

cocoanut Ja.c -o-LBnt rn 

star 

child peach 

e chick 

:a.~. ealy and Grace •• ernald: 
tion, Psychological Review, ono 

b 1 

meets for Practical ental Cla sific -
h Suppl ant, Vol. 13 1911 p . 36. 
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b. Pictures used in the first actual objects test were on card

board 18 X 22 i n., as were those for the second objects test. Ar ran ent 

was as follows: 

cup and saucer 
strawberries 

teakettle 

spoon 

shoes 

chair clock 

cake 

bed 

dog baby 
house 

c. The pictures indicated below were t he second test : 

watch 

automobile kettle 

knife 

bread 
apple 

brush 
nuts cow 

star flo ers boy 
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Procedure. 

As stated in the description just concluded, each test consisted 

of two different sets of stmilar material; one set was used at one time, 

the other at another time later, so that there was a chanoe to get scores 

on the same type of perfonna.nce at two ttmes quite far apart. This re-

duoed the error arising from rating a child on a performance which might 

not have been indicative of his real ability, owing to the operation of 

fa.otors such as strangeness of the experimenter, and the novelty of be-

i ng tested in this manner with which he bad no previous experience. 

For each of the series of each type of test, except the second 

test of logical memory (The Sailor) and the second test of memory for 

objects, there was a preliminary trial with material similar to that 

used in the a.otual test. These trial tests were provided in order that 

the child might get used to what he was expected to do and therefore 

in the actual test could give better attention to t he material which 

he attempted to remember. 

The order and manner of presentation of the tests, and the time 

for the giving of each one is indicated below. umbers refer to those 

used in description of tho material. 

10·10 5114 

Individual tests: 

Objects - 5 a - 10 seconds exposure 
5 b - 15 seconds exposure 

Ideas 

Group tests: 

- The Fire. 4 a - 25 seconds for reading by ex
peririlenter 

How r. Lincoln Helped tm Pig. 4 b - 55 seconds 
for reading by expertmenter 

Digits - Visual - 1 a 
1 c, I - 5 seconds exposure of 

card with digits on it 
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Words - Auditory-visual - 3 a 
3 b, I and II 
Read by experimenter at the 

rate of 1 word per second 

Digits - Auditory - 2 a 
2 o, I 
Read at rate of 1 digit per second 

Individual tests: 

Words - Auditory - Visual - 3 c 
3 d, I and II 
1 word per second 

Objects - 5 c Exposure 15 seconds 

Digits - Auditory - 2 b 
2 c, II 
Read at the rate of 1 digit per second 

Ideas - The Sailor - 4 o 
35 seconds for reading by experimenter 

Digits - Visual - 1 b 
1 c, II 

The group method, with about 12 children in a group, used for one 

part of the material was abandoned because in the judgment of the ex-

perimenter i t seemed that t h e results might not be as reliable as those 

gained in the individual tests. However, since the scores On the individ-

ual tests did not correlate as highly with one another as the combined 

scores of individual and group results, it was thought advisable to use 

the group results, combined with individual results,in working out the 

final correlations. This was in accordance ith the usual procedure of 

giving two tests of a.ny given variety on different days and then combin-

ing their scores into an amalgamated measure hich was considered less 

liable to error than either of the separate tests taken alone. 

The conditions under ~hich the tests were given were unusually 

favorable . The experimenter worked in a large, light, well-aired room 

situated where no noise interfered. 

10-ZO 5114 
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The first time that each child came to be tested he was given the ob

jects test and the ideas test. The time of exposure, 15 seconds, in the 

objects test v~as established by means of a prel~inary test with 5 children, 

in which it was found that they remembered, on the aver e, 6 objects after 

an exposure of 15 seconds. For the objects test the exper~enter gave the 

following direct ions: "I am going to show you a card with some pictures on 

it. When I say ' Ready,' I will turn the card over and you look carefully at 

the pictures. Then when I turn the card back you will name for me all the 

pictures you saw. First, we will look at a picture just for a trial." Then 

the trial card was shown and upon its removal the child n.2med the pictures he 

remembered. The e:rperimenter wrote the record, Vlhich procedure as followed 

in all oases except the group tests. 

For the ideas test these directions, adapted fran Whipple, were given: 

"I am going to read you something to see how well you can remember it after

ward. You must pay careful attention, as I shall read it but once. As soon 

as I have finished, you will tell the story to me. If you can remember it 

in just the words you heard, use those words, but if you can't do that, tell 

in your own wo Ids, as well as you can, hat it was tha. t I read to you. " s 

the child told the story the experimenter underlined the ideas on a typed 

oopy of the story. 

The second time that the children came to be tested the group method 

was used; digits visual, words (aUditory-visual), and digits auditory, with 

their trial series, were given in the order named. The experimenter explained 

that the digits and words ould be read only once and that as soon as she 

was through reading the children were to \1I'ite hat they had heard or seen 

in the order in whiCh it had been presented. In the case of the digits, slips 

of paper marked into squares, 9 for the visual digits and 8 for the auditory, 

were used for the records, one digit being placed in each square. They ere 

10-20 5M 
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written across the sheet, while the words were written on separate slips in 

columns. 

The third group of tests was given individually again, the five tests 

being given at one sitting. The directions given were the same as for the 

similar material in the previous tests. 

Method of Scoring Material . 

The score for the objects test was d?termined by the number of pictures 

that the child named. If he named six, his score was 6, and so on. The ideas 

test Tias scored on the basis of the correct number of ideas reproduced. The 

division into ideas of HOTI ·r. Lincoln Helpe the Pig was used as Whipple 

gives it. This division is indicated in the story Which is quoted in the 

description of the material used in these tests. The division of ideas in 

The Sailor was adapted from Healy and Fernald 's division , though the story 

as used in these tests was broken up into a feTI more ideas. The number of 

ideas is indicated in the story as it is given in the description of the 

test material. 

The digits tests, both auditory and visual, were scored by the following 

de ice: 

Score of 2 for each correct digit correctly placed 
Score of 1 for each correct digit in a pair each member of which 
was transposed 
Score of 1 for each correct digit one place removed 
An:y digit farther t'.an one :place removed received no credit 

On this basis a score was computed for each of the three trials that made 

up one test, and an average of these three scores gave the final score for the 

test. ~his methOd was used in getting the scores for the ord tests; in 

t~at case two scores were averaged for the final test score. 

The word tests ere scored in the following manner: 

4-ZI 11\4 
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Score of 3 for each correct word in the correct position 
Score of 2 for each correct word one place removed from the 
correct position 
Score of 1 for each correct word more than one place removed 

Determination ofllethod of Treatment of nata . 

In order to determine the proper method of dealing with the result of 

the tests, coefficients of reliability were compiled by the rank difference 

method. ~he scores in Test I and Test II of each type of material were cor-

related with the following results: 

Objects I and Objects II 
Ideas I and Ideas II 
Digits Visual I and II 
Digits A itory I and II 

F = .16 
i: .52 
f= .44 
f= .40 

A shnilar fluctuation in the value of the scores from one test to another 

with material of the same kind was found by Brown 1 in his study of the cor-

relation of mental abilities . For ~10 groups of subjects (I and IV), to 

which he gave the same memory test tv1o we.,ks apart, he gives the following 

data: 

Group 

I (66 boys, 11-12 years old) 

II (56 college students) 

Brown also gives a formula2 by means of 

Reliability coefficient , r, (in
dicates the degree of correlation 
bet~een two tests 7ith similar 
material) . 

.51 

. 50 

ich one can detonnine frCin a 

given reliability coefficient the number of repetitions ~hie!. would be neces-

sary in order to get a reliability coefficient of a certain desired magnitude . 

Suppose we take a reliability coeffic ient of . 40, whicl we found as tho co-

efficient bet\1een the first and second trials of the digits auditory, and 

1. Brown, W.: Some Experimental Results in Correlation of 
British Journal of Psychology III, p . 309. 

ental Abilities; 

2. nr rn = _..__ __ 
1+ (n-1) r 

L 

n = number of trials. 
rn= coefficient of reliability t hat one desires. 
r~ =coefficient of reliability between any two trials. 
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that we desired to get a reliability coefficient of . 90 which would mean a 

high degree of stability in the measures, thirteen applications of the test 

would have been necessary. Such continuation would obviously have been impos-

sible with the time limitations which controlled the experiments. 

With such fluctuations and instability between the two tests with similar 

material it would seem desirable to use for correlation purposes a score made 

uu of the combined scores obtained on the first and second tests. However , 

in the present study there might seem to be a possible object ion to such pro- . 

cedure. In view of the fact that the first trial of certain test material was 

individual, as has been indicated already, and that the second trial of the 

sa.me material was given by the group method, it might seem that the results 

of tile t\VO could not be fairly c anbined to use for correlation purposes. 

In order to find out what the effect of the use of the group series would 

be, certain correlations were computed in two different ways. One method was 

to use the scores made on individual tests alone; the other as to use a com-

bined score made up of the score on an individual test of one sort plus the 

score gotten on the similar test by the group method . 

follows: 

Digits Visual (Individual Test) and Digits 
Auditory (Individual Test) 

Digits Visual (Individual Test) a4d ords 
(Individual Test) 

Digits Visual (Individual + Group) a:td 
Digits .Auditory (Individual + Group) 

Digits Yisual (Individual +Group) and 
Words (Individual +Group) 

The results 1ere as 

f" .48 

f= . 44 

f= .56 

f: . 58 

The last tvo coefficients show that the use of a score secured by combin-

ing group and individual test scores raised the correlations over those com-

:puted from the individual w ores alone. Since the aim was to get the correla-

tions that would show the highest relationship that the available material 

•-21 IM 
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~ e pos sible the enerally r co ized nractio of c bin cor de on 

tmo t r 'al of t he aa.rne test 1l en tl eir roliabil ty coe icion a l o 

the r e ore adopted in t e computation of the co r lation quoted in t hi stud • 

Our data do not make it possible to compute the actual de roe of reliability 

attained by an amalgamation of the scores from o trials of a test , but an 

estimation can be made by means of Bro ' s formula, which has previo ·sl b en 

mentioned . For our data the estimate de eo of reliability of the combina-

tiona used would be as follows : 

myne of ~est 

Test of memory for objects 
Test of memory for ideas 
mest of mocory for visual d its 
Test of memory for auditory digits 

Reliability coef~icient 
for AJinl t l •easuro 

(two trial }. 

. 27 

. 68 

. 61 

.57 

Presentation of Correlation Data. . 

mho plots of the correlation tables (III-XII) are incl ed 1n order that 

t e reader get a more aphic idea. than the coefficient of correlat on 

the sor t of relationship found to xist be en t.e variou kinds 

It will be noted t t the scores represent the sums of t he soor 

e on o tests . 

I co ct ion i t h t e correlation coef ic 1 ts it is int Btl to not 

t he variability of the teats · ch is aho in blo II . It il be seen 

t t the t at ha· th 1 "t coefficient of variab 'lit 1a t •• e on ich 

corr lat th lo st 't all other to ts . 

4-.1 1 • 
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TABLE II . 

Standard 
Test ~ean 1 Deviation Coefficient of Variability 

Di its Auditory 14. 54 5. 01 34 

Di its Visual 18. 34 4. 83 26 

Ideas 34 . 72 7. 12 20 

~:ords 18. 02 3. 7 20 

Objects 13. 9 2 . 1 15 

1. !ean based on sum of two scores . For method of scoring , see p . 20 . 

7.1 • 





'l'ABLB IV. 
OORRELA.'l'IOW BBI'WEEN :MEli>Rr POR WORDS J.ND llEIIDRr POR DIGl'l'S PRESEN'l'ED BY 'l'HE VlroJ.L JIE'l'HOD. 

~corea ill teata ot Jlemory tor Worda. 

12- 13- 14- 11- 11- 17- 18- 19- 10- 21- 12- 23- .... 25- 26- 27- 28- 29- 'l'otala 

• 19-i 1 1 
28- 1 1 .... 27- 0 t> 
26-• 1 1 

~ 26- 1 1 2 ~ .... 24- 1 2 3 
A 21- 1 1 2 
J4 12- 1 1 2 0 
~ 21.- I 1 3 
t' 20- 1 1 2 

19- 1 1 
• 18- 1 2 1 " ~ 

17- 1 2 2 2 7 
II~ 1&- 1 2 1 1. I 

• 15- 1 1 • ~ • 1 ..... 1 1 1 3 • 1-4 l.S- 1 1 
~ 12- 1 2 1 1 i 

• 11- 1 1 2 
t 10- 1 1 
0 9- 0 0 

8- 1 1 

'l'otala ' 1 2 10 8 " ' 3 2 15 " 2 2 1 0 0 0 1 

'ord•a Mesn ••••••••••••••••••••• l8.02 Standard Deviation •••••••••• 3.7 
Digits Vieu.ala Jlean ••••••••••••• 18.34 standard Dev1ation •••••••••• 4.83 
ooettioiant ot Correlation: r •••• .60 ± .06 



T.ABLE V. 

OORRBLATION BETWJ!i.t,;N J4Eli)RY FOR DIGITS PRE8mTED BY TRE AUDITORY JlETHOD AND KEMORY FOR WORDS. 

I 
soor .. in Teats o~ Memory ter Dbiit• A•ditorz. 

6-7 7-' 9-11 11-13 13-16 15-17 17-19 19-21 21-23 23-25 25-27 Tote.la 

• 
~ 28-30 1 
~ 
~a: I 26-2& 
J.t 
0 
~ l 24.-26 1 1 
~ 
0 I 22-24, 1 1 

~ I G0-22 1 1 2 1 1 
0 

: I 1e-2o 3 2 2 ., 
Cl 

~ 116-18 1 2 1 1 1 

., 14,..16 1 3 2 2 a 1 
f 
g l 11-14 1 2 1 1 
C') 

Total a 2 6 IS 5 11 6 " 
Digits Auditory: 1-&n... • • • • • • • • • • • 14.. 

·ordaa Jlean ••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 18.48 
Ooe~~ioient of oorrelationa • • w...... • 

1 

1 

1 

3 

1 

I 0 

1 I 8 

2 1 I 6 

I 'I 

2 I 9 

I 
'I 

1 12 

' I 5 

3 2 I 

Standard Deviation •••••••• 6 
Stanlard Deviation •••••••• 8.6 

±.M 

II ~ 



-II 
~ 
0 

~II 

I 
• 

r1 
a1 
C) ..... 
till 
0 
..:I 

\-4 
0 

Ill 
~ 
m ., 
E-1 

!I 
Ill 
Q) ,... 
0 

~ 

TAB IE VI. 

CORRELA.T ION BE'l.'wl!:m LOGICAL :MElroRr AND MIDIOHY FOR WORDS. 

soorea 1n Teats ot Mem~ tar Words. 

10-U 12-14 14-16 16-18 18-20 20-22 22-24 ~6 26-28 28-30 I Totals 

46-47 1 2 1 1 5 
~3-4.5 1 1 
~1-43 1 2 2 5 
39-41 1 1 1 1 4 
3'1-39 1 1 3 5 
35-37 a 1 1 1 1 6 
33-36 1 1 2 
31-38 1 2 1 2 1 7 
19-Sl. 2 1 1 4 
27-29 1 1 1 3 
25-27 1 1 1 3 
2~5 1 1 1 3 
21-23 1 1 
19-21 0 
17-19 1 1 

5 1.1 7 9 7 6 3 0 1 

·ordas lolean ••••••••••••••••••••••• 18.48 
Logical llanorys uesn ••••••••• •• •• .M. 
ooetticient ot Correlation: r...... .39 

Standard DeT1atian •••••••••••• 3.6 
Standard Deviation •••••••••••• ? 

± .00 

II ~ 



1 

' ~· 29 i ' 28 
'" I 27 
1> , 2' $i 25 
'" M 

Tot all 

TABLE VII. 

CORm!L&.TION ~ LOGICAL J!ELIORY AND KEJI)R!' FOR DIGITS PRE~ED BY THE .VISUAL METHOD. 

Soon• in Te1t1 ot Lo«ioa1 Jlemorx. 

7 18 19 20 21 U 23 24. 25 !6 27 28 29 30 31 !2 3S M 35 36 S7 S8 39 40 41 42 '3 " 45 46 

1 

1 0 0 0 

1 
1 

1 1 
1 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 1 1 
1 1 1 

1 
1 

1 1 a 
1 

1 

1 

1 0 1 2 2 1 1 2 2 I ~ 3 2 0 

Logical ~mory: Mean •••••••••••••••• 84.72 
Digit• Visuals Kean ••••••••••••••••• 18. 
coettioi.nt ot correlation: r........ .so 

3 

1 
1 

1 
1 

1 1 

1 
1 

1 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

1 1 
1 1 
1 1 

1 

3 3 I I a 2 3 0 1 1 ' 
standard DeTiat1on •••••••• 7.11 
standard DeTiation •••••••• ,.83 

± .09 

I Total• 

1 
1 
0 
1 
2 
3 
2 
2 
3 
2 

~ 

7 
I 
2 
3 
1 
5 
a 
1 
0 

I 1 

II~ 



T.ULE VIII. 

CORRELATION BETWEEN LOGIC.AJ. MEMORY AND OAORY FOR DIGITS PRESENTED BY THE AUDITORY J.!ETHOD. 

scores in Logical )(emory. 

17-18-19-20-21-21-23-24-25-26-27-28-29-30-31-32-83-!4-35-36-37-38-39-40-41-42-43-44-45-46 Totals 

6- 1 1 
!5- 1 1 

24- 0 
23- 1 1 2 

• 21- 0 
~ 21- 1 1 1 s 
~ 20- 1 1 
..-4 
't1 19- 1 1 2 
~ 18- 1 1 ., 

17- 1 - 1 1 3 
~ 

'Q 16- 1 1 
..-4 15- 1 2 1 1 5 
A 

!l 14- 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 7 
II ~ 13- 1 1 1 1 1 5 

: 12- 1 1 1 ~: ,.. 
11- 1 1 2 

0 
:;, 10- 1 1 1 3 

9- 1 1 2 

8- 1 1 2 

7- 1 1 1 1 4 

6- 1 1 

5- 1 1 

Totals 1 0 0 0 1 0 1 2 a 1 1 2 a 2 4 ! 2 0 3 3 3 a 2 2 2 3 0 1 1 4 

Logioal )(emory: Uean •••••••••••••••••••• S4.72 Standard Deviatian ••••••••••••••• 7.12 
Digits Auditor.ys ~an •••••••••••••••••••• 14.54 Standard Deviation ••••••••••••••• 5.01 
ooet~ioient ot correlations r •.•••••.••• .23 ± .09 



TJ.BLE IX. 

CORREL&.TION B:E'l'WEEN LOGICAL lm!ORY AND liEJI>RY FOR OBJEar s . 

-T I score• tn Teat• ot Logical ~;r. 

17 19 19 20 21 22 23 24: 25 26 ?!1 28 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 ?II 38 39 .0 4:1 4.2 4:3 4:4 4:5 4:6 I Total.• 
t 

20 1 
t 1 I 1 

~I 
~ 19 1 I 0 

• 
~ 191 1 1 I a 

~I 17 1 1 1 2 

16 1 1 1 1 3 

16 1 1 1 1 4: 
~I II~ 

14: 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9 
•: -+» 
:I usl 1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 1 2 2 I 14: e.. 

~I 
12 ~ a 1 1 1 1 I ' 
111 1 1 1 1 1 1 I & 

0 

~. 
101 1 1 1 1 I " 

Total.• 1 0 
., 

0 I 0 1 i 2 1 1 I ! 2 4: 4: 1 0 s 3 3 2 2 2 2 8 0 1 1 4: 

LOgical lleD101"JI llean ••••••••••••••• !4.7a standard DeTiatian •••••••••• 7.7 
Objeotss Mean••••••••••••••••••••••1S.9 Standard DeT1&t1on •••••••••• 2.1 
Ooetticient ot Oorre1at1ana r ••••••• .11 ± .09 



T.I.BLE X. 

CORREU.TION BE'l'WEEN TESTS OF' MEMORY FOR WORDS AND MEMORY F'CE OBJE<FS. 

So ore a 1n Test 1 ot Words. 

11- 12- 1S- 14- 15- 16- 17- 18- 19- 20- 21- 22- 23- 24- 25- 26- 27- 28- 29- Total. a 

20-

19-

18-

17-

~ 
0 11&-
• ..,. 
: 115-
1-4 

.!1 114.-

• Q) ... 
0 

~ 

13-

1 

11-

10-

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 1 

1 1 

1 1 1 

1 3 1 1 3 

1 

1 1 a 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

1 

Total• 3 10 a ~ 6 3 a 5 4 2 1 0 0 0 1 

'orda: Jlean ••••••••••••••••••••• 18.5&. 
Objeota: Ueen ••••••••••••••••••• 1!.9 
coetrioient or corre1atian •• r.... .01 

standard DeTlat ion •••••••••••••• 3.7 
standard Deviation ••••• ~ •••••••• l.l 

± .09 

1 

0 

2 

2 

3 

4 

8 

14 

6 

6 

4 

~ 
t\) 

• 



TABLE XI. 

CORRELA.TION B»>'wmt IIEJI)RY FOR DIGITS PRE8mTED BY THE VISUAL :METHOD BD JOOI)RY FCE OBJECT S. 

Soores in Tests ot Memory tor Digits Visual. 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 Totals 

0 1 1 
• 

119 ., 0 ~ 
C) 
CP 
~ 18 1 1 2 
@ 

~ 17 1 1 2 
~ 

t' 116 1 l 1 I 3 

I 15 1 a 1 4 
~ 

114 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 8 ., 
~ ., 

113 1 1 1 1 1 1 3 z 1 1 I 14 CP 
E-4 

!I 112 1 1 1 1 2 I 6 
., 

I t! 11 1 1 1 1 1 1 6 
0 

~ 110 1 1 1 1 I 4 

Totti a 1 0 1 2 6 1 3 2 IS 7 4 a 2 3 2 2 3 a 1 0 1 1 

Digits Visual: ~an •••••••••••••••••• l8.34 
Objeota: Kean •••••••••••••••••••••••• l3.9 
coettioient ot correlations r......... .07 

standard Deviation ••••••• 4.83 
Standard DeTiatian •••••• 2.1 

± .09 

II ~ 



TABLE XII. 

CORRELATION BE'NIEEN TEffi' S OF lm.IORY FOR OBJECTS AND lofEMORY FOR DIGITS PRESENTED BY THE AUDITORY IIEmOD. 

• 
Ill 

1) ., 
""" ~ 
"" 0 

Ill 
+> 
Ill ., 
E-4 

!i 
Ill 
Q) 

~ 
0 
0') 

• Soares in Teats o~ Digits Audito;y • I 

5- 6- .,_ 8- 9- 10- 11- 12- 13- 14- 15- 16- 17- 18- 19- 20- 21- 22- 23- 24- 25- 26-

ao- 1 

19-

18- 1 1 

17- 1 1 

16- 1 1 

15- 1 1 1 

14- 11 1 a 1 

13- 1 2 1 s 3 1 2 1 

12- 1 2 1 

11- 1 1 1 

10- 1 1 1 

Totala11 4r 2 2 3 2 s 5 ., 6 1 3 1 

Digits Auditory: Kesn •••••••••••••••••• 14.64. 
Objects: Ke&n••••••••••••••••••••••••••1S.9 
Coeffioient of Correlationa •• r.......... .07 

1 

1 

1 1 

1 1 

2 1 

1 

2 1 3 0 2 0 1 1 

standard Dev1ation ••••••••••• 5.01 
Standard DeT1at1on ••••••••••• 2.1 

± •00 

Totals 

1 

0 

2 

2 

3 

4 

8 

14 

6 

6 

.t, 

~ . 



;;II TABLE XIII. 
N 
0 .. 
!:II CORRELATIONS IN lWlK ORDER. 

Coettioient ot cor-
Table number relation. (Pearson • correlation Material correlated Proe!uct MOT 

III Digits Tisual and digits auditory I .61 ± .06 

IV I Digits Tisual and words I .60 .± e06 

v I Digits auditory and words .52 ±e07 

VI Ideas and words .39 ± .oe 

VII Ideas and digits visual .30 ± .09 

VIII I Ideas and digits auditor, .as ± .09 

IX I Ideas and objeots .21 ± .09 
~ 

X I Objects and words .01 ± .09 II ~ 

XI I Objects and digita Tisual - .. 07 1: .09 

XII I Objects and digits audito:ry -.07 ± .09 
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IDLE XIV. 

S1:1.l!ARY OF COEFFICI3HTS OF CORRELA.TIOU FOIDID BY O'.mER H!V'ESTIGA~ORS . 

Rote £:aterial ~ith Rote Material 

;·lords a..."ld forms (Set A ma. terial) 
ouns and syllables 

Nouns and syllables 
Auditory digits and visual digits 

Coefficient 
of 

Correlation 

Auditory words and auditory numbers 
Jords and syllables (Set A material) 
Auditory and visual digits (Correctly placed) 
Words and numbers 

.84 

. 77 

. 75 

.62 

.55 

.48 

. 39 

. 32 
Auditory digits and visual digits ( umber 

correctly written) 
1lords and forms (Set B material) 
\ ords and syllables (Set B material) 
Average recall of ~ords with forms and 

syllables (children) 
Avera recall of forms with words and 

syllables (children) 
Avera;-(3 recall of syllables with words and 

forms (children} 
Syllables and forms (Set A material) 
Syllables and forms (Set B material} 

Rote llaterial with Logical ~aterial 

ords and proverbs (Set A material} 
Poetry and nonsense syllables 
Poetry and nonsense syllables 
dOrds and proverbs (Set B material) 
Forms and proverbs 
Syllables and proverbs 
Ideas and digits (number correctly written} 
Ideas and digits (correctly placed} 
Auditory numbers aJ d ideas (visual} 
Syllables and proverbs 
Forms and proverbs 
Auditory numbers and ideas 

4·Z1 IM 

. 29 

.16 

.16 

. 095 

. 07 

.12 
-.02 
-.04 

.52 

.49 

. 38 

. 18 

.12 

.12 

.05 

.04 

.03 
-.04 
-.12 
-.5 

liurnber 
of 

Cases Investigators 

52 .AChilles 
6 Renrnon 
9 Bennett 
9 Bennatt 

38 ~horndi.ke 

52 Achilles 
Wissler 

9 Bennet t 

144 Wissler 
44 Achilles 
44 Achilles 

638 Achilles 

638 Achilles 

638 Achilles 
52 Achilles 
44 Achillos 

52 Achill s 
66 Brcmn 
40 Brown 
44 Ac lles 
52 Achilles 
52 Achilles 
94 ,,is lor 
94 ... issler 

9 Bennett 
44 Achilles 
44 Achilles 

9 Bennett 
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Discussion of Data . 

The discussion of these data may center around certain questions , such 

as the following: 

l. Do the relationships sho any general tendency? 

2 . Does this tendency seem related to a certai n type of resentation 
or to a certain kind of material? 

3 . T.hat are the possibilities of prediction concerning memory er
formances? 

4. lhat relationship exists between memory and neral intelli ce? 

The correlations arranged in rank order (~able XIII) sec. to fall in 

three distinct oups--the fairly high correlations : . 61 , . 60, . 52; those 

considerably lower: . 39, . 30, . 23, . 21; and those of the 0 or sli tl 

• a tive oup : -.01, -.07, -.07 . m e natural manner in hie to consider 

these results seams to be to examine each roun or level in its relation 

to mode of p:esentn.tion and kind of material. 

The fir t oun (mables I- III) sh s no prodami ce of one kind of 

rasentation, si ce visual, auditory and visual- auditory ethods ere used . 
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~he materials employed were digits and words , which may be classed as discon

nected , Terbal rote material. This factor of one kind of material within 

t h is grou:p appears to be the cor.unon element which may have determined the de

gree of correlation which exists. 

In the second grou:p of correlations (Tables IV-VII) the several methods 

of presentation again a:p:pear . The material-- digits, words and ideas--offers 

a co:nbination of the logical with the rote; with correlations bet oen rote 

and logical material the coef ... icients become 10\Ver t ha n t hose in vhich rote 

material ~s correlated with rote material . 

The third groun or lowest level (Tables VIII-X) in shows t ho various 

kinds of :presentation. ~he material- -objects , digits a~'lli words-- is again rote 

but the correlation is found to be considerably lower t han t at of t he other 

rote group . How is one to account for this decided change? Tho one way in 

Which this group of comparisons differs from the first is in th e introduction 

of one new kind of material , namel , objects . One wonders ~ny objects should 

not have correlated as well as any other rote material . Several alternat·ves 

suegest t hemselves . It ~ be tr~t t he memory for objects is a distinctly 

different kind of performance from t hat inv lved in ma.~ory for otoor kinds 

of rote material , or it might be that t he nature of the objeots test is such 

that it is less discriminative than t ho other tests . indication of the 

latter may be found in t he preliminary correlations . I t •ill be noted t hat 

t he coefficient of r eliability for t ho objects test was t he 1 est Of any t hat 

ere determined , and that t he coefficient of variability s also tho lo st 

one found , both of rhich facts auld have a tendency to re ' uce tho correla

tion when this test was brought into rolationshin with others . 

In considering the Qata 

firmed by other i nvestigators 

~e may loo~ to see vhether our results are con-

vhose find ' ~s are sho~ in Table 

results show that the highest correlations have been found between rote rna-
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terials more or lese verbal in character--e.g., digits, nonsense syllables, 

words, etc. However, some of the lowest correlations have been found between 

rote material and rote material, such as those stated by Achilles, mto corre

lated forms with other kinds of rote material. These , it will be seen, are 

similar to our own findings, in which we used objects in relation with other 

rote materials. This tends to support the suggestion, previously made, that 

memory for concrete material--objects and forms--may be something quite dif-

ferent from memory for the verbal types of material. The correlations be-

tween rote and logical materials cover a wide range, . 52 to -.5, which does 

not show close correspondence with our findi , thich are restricted to a 

relatively narrow range. It may be sug ested that such a wide ra is at 

least nartially accounted for by the various nu.>nbers and kinds of cases upon 

which these results have been based. foo specific instances of ite close 

agreement betwea. our results and those of others may be mentioned. Bennett 

found digits visual to correlate with digits auditory . 62, our coef icient 

being .61. Digits auditory and words were correlated by mhorndike ith a 

result of . 55; our result was . 52. issler's correlation between ideas 

azd digits in the correct position was .34; our correlation s . 30. 

The practical question to be discussed is concerned with prediction , 

from a iven performance in o e memory test, to the probable performance in 

some other m~ory test or in sane activity involvi memory. One m also 

be interested to predict from a given memory score a person's level of general 

intelligence, or vice versa. 

mhe common practice s een to use the coefficient of correlation as 

the basis 

in a paper 

for pre iction, but this oa be questioned as 

Coefficients of Diagno tio Value. Re says 

clear that a close relation bet~een performance in tests 

Ruml sets forth 

" Tow, altho it is 

d the ability in 

question is associated with the possibility of accurate diagnosis and al-
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though any increase in the closeness of the relationship iD accompanied by 

an increase in the accuracy of diagnosis, it does not foll~T that an index 

which is used in describing the relationship oan be taken directly as an 

index of the diagnostic value of mental tests {or as he states els~vhere, 

other tests). In fact, the coefficient of correlation, a widely used index 

of relationship, gives a decidedly misleading notion of diagnostic value." 1 

He proposes the standard error of estimation { cr-U,_n..") as an"index of the ac-

curacy of diagnosis," which he says "expresses directly the magnitude Of the 

error made in predicting the values of one variable from the values of an-

other." 

"As r decreases from 1, or increases from -1, the standard error in-

creases with extreme rapidity." According to Ruml's graph of this relation, 

t ... e highest coefficient of correlation in this study, . 61, .ould hav:e a 

standard error of eight-tenths its max~ size; that is, the error made 

in nredicting on the basis of such a correlation is eight-tenth as reat s 

t ' e error 1ould be if it wore made by guesaing on the basi o~ a zero cor-

relation. With the smaller coefficients, of course, the errors would catly 

i crease. 

Further , tho wide r of the coefficients in this stud sho a lack of 

consistent inter-relation which destroys any ho_ of findi one ' Ol':lOry test" 

hich 'lill be the means of detemini hat one ' s abilit .ould be in all 

other menory perforcances . 

An attempt was made to find Let :.er any relations ip e .. i t" bett;eon 

memor, and intelli enco , in so far as that is rated by a standard i telli ence 

examination. arty's Delta 2 was given to all tho subjects in the mom 

1 . Ruml , B.: Coef~icients of Diagnostic Valuo . -ournal of ?hil., Psyc ., and 
Scientific =etl~ds, XIV, 23, P. 633, 635, 636 . 

•·21 .... 
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oxnerimonts and correlations computed as follows: 

Digits visual - Delta 2 
Digits auditory - Delta 2 
Ideas - Delta 2 
Objects - Delta 2 
Words- !X)lta 2 

. 26 

.41 

.38 

.oa 

. 27 

±. 09 
±. .oa 
±. .oa 
± .09 
± .oa 

The degree of relationship though positive does not appear to bo very 

close. With such low coefficients there ~ould seem to be no satisfactory 

basi~ for prediction based simply on correlations bet1eon scores in memory 

tests a_d scores in intelligence tests. 

COJCLUSIO:lS. 

From t.e points broU&~t out in the discussion of t.e data certain con-

elusions, in regard to the ~unt of relationship found bet een tho so-

called "types" of memory, ca be dra.':IIl: 

1. Similarity in the oaterial used seems more effective in prod 
correlation t han does the similarity in mode of res ntation. 

2 . A.n::J statement concerning material as a basis for correlation must 
be <>do ~i th reference to cert., in specifiC variot ies , n :,Y rough 
generalization t · t ould cover a ide scope 7ou.d not be an ade
quate description of the facts as they have appeared in the e data . 

(a) T e comparisons 1 ic:1 gave the hi · e"t correlation co
ef:icients ere those in which rote material of tho dis
co~ected verbal type was correlated i other material 
of the same sort. 

(b) On the other _d , another variety of rotc terial , namel· , 
objects, correlated itl rote torial of the ver al sort 
to a very law de ree . 

3 . 1he ma tude of the coef~icients of corrclat·on 
tboir use in ~i a prediction fro~ a perfo 
the mo~t likely nerfor nco in another test 
reliability. 

arra t 
in ono test to 

hi · de ..... roo of 

~hese findi s are in accord : · th the idea in Thorndii,:e 's statet:~ent 

quoted earlier, in hich he says "there are no ff!>1 olozental ,..,.aculties' or 

fonns of n:ental act ivity . hich wol"'.:r alike ith an: and every kind of content ." 

~emory, as it came into function in these tests, shows itself to be a variable 

10-20 liM 
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thing, this fact leads us to believe that memory can beat be t OU&~t of as 

specialized according to the conditions under which it operates; which means 

that there is no c1ose inter- relation arne so- called types of memory, but 

rather that there are indepenc:..ent ''memories" varying \lith the aot ivi ty in 

which they are eii!>loyed. 

4-11 ... 
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